
Students can use text to speech to listen to both their learning material and assessment questions and 
activities. Where no other language is available, this feature will default to English. It can also be used with our 
translation feature across the following languages:

alffie courses now include a feature that turns text into life-like speech.

To use text to speech, students simply need to log into their alffie account and access their course material as 
normal. Then, press the play button on the lesson and activities tab under the main navigation bar at the top of 
the screen.  

With the introduction of text to speech, alffie courses are more accessible and inclusive than ever. 
Listening can enhance students’ learning experience and lead to better learning outcomes, which can in turn 
increase students’ employability and lead to better employment outcomes.

Contact your alffie Relationship Development Manager for more information on text to speech.

• Arabic

• English

• Spanish

• French

• Hindi

• Italian

• Korean

• Turkish

• Japanese

• Chinese (Simplified)

Text to speech
An innovative new feature that enhances learning
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alffie is passionate about changing people’s lives through education and technology.

We provide engaging courses, hands-on work placement opportunities and tailored mentoring.  And now, we 
also speak your language.

All students will now be able to translate their learning material into either Arabic, Turkish, Spanish, Italian, 
Korean, Greek, Hindi, Persian, Tagalog (Filipino), Vietnamese, French, Swahili, Japanese,  Chinese (Simplified) 
and Chinese (Traditional).

alffie has selected these languages based on industry feedback from employment consultants across 
Australia. Going forward, we plan to adapt our translation feature to meet the changing needs of students and 
include a broader range of languages.

alffie’s translation feature is innovative and agile and has the power to:

• Operate on computers, tablets and mobile phones

• Translate text within images

• Empower students to take greater control of their learning experience.

While students will still be required to complete their assessments in English, the addition of alffie’s 
translation feature enhances students’ ability to engage with their learning material.

To learn more about alffie’s translation feature, visit our website alffie.com or call us on  1300 253 343.

Translation feature
alffie speaks your language
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